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Eli Warren didnâ€™t consider himself a bounty hunter. He hunted outlaws like some men hunted

wolves or mountain lions. The bounties he collected were simply payments rendered to a workman,

and he was a man good at his work. Under Eliâ€™s flint-hard exterior, that was merciless to

outlaws, ran a wide streak of kindness that showed itself the day he picked up a starving orphan in

Dodge City and took him along. He soon learned that the twelve-year-old Rob Slater harbored a

common intent with him â€“ to run down the elusive Parson gang. He for the $10,000 reward, and

Rob, because Jude Parson had murdered his folks. Rob asked Eli to teach him the trade so one

day he could look Jude Parson in the eye and square things with the killer. Under Eliâ€™s tutorage

the two came to turn the outlaw world on its ear until the day Eli honored his brotherâ€™s dying

request and took his young daughter into his care touching off a series of unexpected changes that

would forever mold their futures.
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I got several hours of pleasurable reading from this story. It was interesting and the characters were



generally believable. The writing was clear and flowed reasonably well. Editorial and proofing issues

were minimal and easily overlooked. The only reason I had for not rating this book as four stars was

that the sentence structures followed the same straight forward pattern through out. I believe some

variation in the presentation would have resulted in a smoother flow and improved readability. I

recommend this book for consideration by fans of this Genre.

This is the first book I have read by this author but it won't be the last. It was so good. I'm a big fan

of Robert J Thomas "Jess Williams" series & this being a story about a "outlaw" hunter was why I

decided to give it a try. I was not disappointed. Although it's slightly different it is a very cleanly

written, carefully researched offering that I would recommend to anyone who loves a good

western.Eli Warren is an "outlaw" hunter & a darn good one. He shows no mercy to any of them but

underneath this hard exterior is a kind heart that comes out when he finds Rob Slater, a starving

orphan & makes him his partner. He discovers that both Rob & he have something in common.

They both will be searching for an outlaw & his band that it would seem has totally fallen off the face

of the earth. Rob asks Eli to teach him how to be an "outlaw" hunter & after explaining there will be

strict rules that Rob must abide by, Eli agrees to begin his "schooling" into the life of an "outlaw"

hunter.Anyone who enjoys a good trip into the old west will totally love this book. This writer has a

gift that not many have in the fact that he can paint with words a story you will never forget.

A very good western novel. It has all the elements that I like in western novels. You have heroes

protecting the weak. You have villains do evil things, but the pay back is delivered by the Outlaw

Hunter. Good triumphs over evil, a classic western. I enjoyed the book for the straight forward

writing of the story. Not over flowery in detail, and not overly stark. Just right. While there are many

action sequences throughout, some very predictable, they are handled very well with enough detail

but not overbearing in gore. It has interesting and believable characters, characters that you can

cheer (good guys) and characters that you can boo (bad guys) a good western action drama. Like a

fine wine, or perhaps a better analogy would be a fine crafted beer....balanced and tasty. Nice touch

on the final pages. Kind of tied the whole experience together. Outlaw Hunters was a very enjoyable

and entertaining western novel that I recommend.

This is a book that I thoroughly enjoyed. I gave up writing reviews a while back but I could NOT let

this one go without giving the author his well earned compliments. All the good ingredients are here,

love, honor, tragedy, heartbreak, murder, mayhem, and best of all, the bad guys getting their butts



whupped big time. I can't say what there is in this story that I liked the most but I will say it had an

absolutely fantastic ending. No one rode off into the sunset, far from it.My favorite western author is

Robert J. Thomas (Jesse Williams series) If Dave P. Fisher writes more books like this one, I'll have

two favorite western authors.

I found this to be a very good classic western where good overcomes evil. It was pretty intense and

had everything that I like in a western. Strong, larger than life heroes who rescued those in need

and the bad guys who you love to hate. I especially liked the occasional bit of humor that Eli showed

as well as how he grew from a revenge monger to a guy with a huge heart. Secondary characters

were equally well done. Who wouldn't love Rob, Carrie and Uncle John. They added so much to the

story.Parts were very predictable but there was also plenty of gun fights, action and lots of emotion

from the characters. The characters were well developed, well thought out and realistic. Great

descriptions and historical aspect made this one that I will definitely read again and would highly

recommend. So glad I found this western author.

I got this book this afternoon and once started reading, didn't even consider putting it down. It pulled

me into the minds and hearts of the characters so I was saddened when I finished it. It is one I will

read again and again.

I'd figure that over my decades of reading at least 300 "westerns" of one sort or another have been

grist through my mill.Many have entertained me and taught me. Many gave me reason for thought.

Along with the other things I've read and studied they have formed me into the person I am.I can

highly recommend this book, this author, as one to ride the river with.

I would like to recommend this book to anyone who wants to read a very interesting and exciting

book where the action never stops. I am finding these books to be very difficult to put down. I will be

looking forward to reading the next book from this author.
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